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the gay 100 the most influential gay men lesbians glbts - the list below is from the book the gay 100 a ranking of the
most influential gay men and lesbians past and present kensington publishing corporation citadel press 2002 written by paul
russell note it should be pointed out that many of the people on this list were not actually gay in any normative sense of the
word although they may have been part time bisexuals latent, famous gay people history s most influential lgbt people fascinating stories about the most famous gay people in the world from michelangelo to ellen degeneres out celebrates the
lives of notable lgbt figures, 15 of the most influential gay people of all time therichest - 15 of the most influential gay
people of all time by anna jean pollock on mar 20 2016 in most influential it is 2016 and boy have things changed for the lgbt
community in a positive way it is time to wave our rainbow flags proudly as we examine major influential and inspirational
gay people over time making this list can be never, time 100 impactful lgbtq heroes of 2018 them - time magazine
released its annual list of the 100 most influential people in the world on thursday and a whopping 14 are openly lgbtq by our
count including janet mock lena waithe and adam rippon if this list is any indication then the 90s lesbian avengers chant ten
percent is not enough recruit recruit recruit has finally come to fruition, 100 most influential gay entertainers home
facebook - 100 of the most influential gay entertainers volume ii volume 2 the art of female impersonation is a phenomenon
in the glbtqi community adorned with beautiful photos the legendary entertainers talk about a culture still fighting for equal
rights, the top 20 most important lgbt figures in history the - the top 20 lgbt figures in history as voted on by readers and
contributors of the bilerico project 1 harvey milk 1930 1978 one of the first openly gay people elected to public office when
he was elected to the san francisco board of supervisors 2 alexander the great 356 323 b c king of macedon in greece
creator of one of ancient history s largest empires and considered one of, 10 of the most powerful gay men of all time
therichest - in 2010 neil patrick harris was named as one of the world s most influential people according to time magazine
harris is best known for his roles in how i met your mother tv show and has hosted the tony awards on broadway in 2013
2012 2011 and 2009 in 2015 he hosted the 87 th academy awards making him the first openly gay man to take on such a
role, power 50 the 50 most powerful lgbt people - welcome to out s annual list of the 50 most powerful and influential lgbt
people in the world these are the famous gay men and women whose work and activism are instrumental in influencing how
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